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Renowned artist Andy Jurinko believed the golden age of baseball was 1946-1960, an era that,

not coincidentally, coincided with his childhood. It was a time that welcomed such legendary

stars as Willie Mays, Mickey Mantle, Jackie Robinson, Ted Williams, and Henry Aaron into the

national consciousness, a fifteen year stretch marked by Robinson’s breaking of the color

barrier in 1947 and by ten Yankee championships. Jurinko spent twenty years creating more

than 600 portraits of the colorful characters and stadiums that typify this era, all collected here

for the first time in Golden Boys. With illuminating text by sportswriter Christopher Jennison,

Golden Boys is the definitive artistic portrait of a remarkable time in American sports history.
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DAYSACKNOWLEDGMENTSAndrew Floyd Jurinko died of pancreatic cancer at 10:30 AM on

February 14, 2011. He was a youthful 71. The loss is enormous, but this book, a culmination of

a painting project that was his consuming passion for many years, adds to a marvelous

legacy.Andy started drawing at the age of 4, and his most frequent subject matter, from that

time on, was baseball—that is, Baseball. Growing up in Phillipsburg, New Jersey, near

Philadelphia, he was a devoted Phillies fan. He adored and respected the game in all of its

aspects, no matter the team.This page is for our team. So many people helped Andy and me

get through the last, difficult year of his life. I'd like to take this opportunity to thank them for

their kindness, generosity, and roles in helping Andy realize a dream.Two of our oldest friends,

Kay Niederlitz and Kathleen Moore, allowed him to complete work on this book when his

strength was failing. Kathleen transcribed and verified countless statistics from Andy's

handwritten notes. Kay served as overall coordinator of the complicated project. She pored

through hundreds of transparencies to make sure (without Andy's guidance) that images and

captions landed in the right places. In addition, these two, together with our dear friend Sylvia

Waliga, brought Andy to doctor's appointments and to the hospital for blood tranfusions when I

could not be there.Susan Scanga and David Feeney, our across-the-hall neighbors for more

than three decades. Susan, thank you for comforting Andy with Jin Shin Jyutsu massages

when the pain was bad. David, thanks for all of the phone calls, the company, and the hours

watching baseball games in our living room.Jil and Tom Mohr, I'm so grateful that you made it

back to New York to see Andy toward the end. We were both glad to take one more group

photo with our Cedar Street chums.In fact, hugs to all of our friends and neighbors at 125

Cedar. This group of urban pioneers shared life with us for 33 years, and they continue to be

part of my support network and “extended family.”Thank you, Ray Robinson, a treasure to the

world of sports. Ray and Andy spoke every single day for years, exchanging baseball stories

and observations on life—which sometimes amounted to the same thing. Ed Kahn, fondly

remembered, preceded Andy to what lies beyond by just over a year. I hope that the two are



together again, chatting about the stock market, world news, and America's pastime, as they

did so often. Ed's wife Pat and I already miss our joint vacations in old Town, Key West.I am

indebted to my jewelry buddies, Stephanie Forman, Nancy Miller, Mahmoud Muhawish, and

Tracy Levine, for all of the phone calls of support; to Laura Lacey, for her warmth and wisdom;

to Ann and George for Black Bear, among other things; and to our pals Marlene Dodes,

Matthew Callahan, and Yvonne Morrow, who made special contributions toward the publication

of this book—and to Yvonne for her great laugh.Andy would have been gratified—perhaps he

was—by the SRo attendance, the warm, amusing and/or risque stories, and the outpouring of

affection at the memorial service in his honor. Thank you to those who joined us that day or

regretted not being present.Chris and Nancy Jennison thank you so much for your friendship

and Chris without your invaluable help and knowledge this book would not have been

completed.One more thank you to Kay and to her husband Steve Musso for years of wonderful

times spent together.Gratitude and love to the Jurinko and Moore families—Steve and Cindy,

Shirley and Larry, Frank and Cleo, Toni, Michael and Kwame—and to our friend Amy

Waterman, for movies viewed from the third row, our trip to Spain, your continued love and

support, and for editing my writing on this page.Pat Moore (Jurinko)FOREWORDBy Ray

RobinsonThe first time that I met Andy Jurinko, the .400 hitting baseball artist, I realized that

we shared an unquenchable passion for baseball. The passion mainly centered on the

yesterdays. Although we didn't necessarily agree with the late Lawrence Ritter (the author of

The Glory of Their Times) when he said that “the best part of baseball is its past,” we tried to

keep the matter in some perspective. We knew that nostalgia was a tricky and slippery

emotion.I soon discovered that Andy had an almost total recall of the names and faces of most

of the men who had played the game in his growing-up years: the good, the bad, the

indifferent. I seemed to suffer from the same malady. But there was a difference in our habits. I

preferred the era of the boisterous, unruly Roaring Twenties, and the thirties that followed.This

was not a surprise to Andy, or to me, for I was born in 1920, when Warren Harding tried to be

president. It was easy, too, to understand what was so appealing about this melodramatic

chunk of baseball history, for it was dominated by an implausible fellow named Ruth, who is

generally credited with rescuing the game from the terrible mischief of the Black Sox scandal. It

was the Babe, let us not forget, who, in the World Series of 1932 against the Chicago Cubs,

pointed vaingloriously to home run territory at Wrigley Field and then deposited a ball there.

The fact that to this day many still contend that the Babe wasn't promising any such thing as a

home run tends to make the incident even more memorable.Then of course in 1939, Lou

Gehrig, Babe's partner in pitcher destruction, said farewell to baseball in his poignant speech

at Yankee Stadium, which I have called the game's “Gettysburg Address”. And then we can go

back some years during that same blessed era and recall how the screwballing genius of the

New York giants, Carl Hubbell, confounded the American League's hall of Fame array of

hitters, including Babe and Lou, by striking out five of them in a row in the second All-Star

game ever played.And wasn't it in the final game of the World Series of 1926 that another

brilliant Yankee, Tony Lazzeri, became etched in our memory forever when he was whiffed with

the bases loaded by Cardinals pitcher Grover Cleveland Alexander, who, at the time, was also

loaded? Memories, memories.Let us also note that players in that raucous time also seemed to

be blessed with colorful and useful nicknames. I can recall a number of these monikers,

including Fatty, Rabbit, Lippy, Muddy, Muggsy, Daffy, Dizzy, Bambino, Mudge, Sunny Jim, and,

of course, Iron Horse.But let's not overlook Andy's passion for the era that he has wisely

chosen for this remarkable book: 1946–1960. With an almost poetic touch with his artist's

brush, he has memorialized the time that he loved the best. Most of the players that he has



drawn for us are worthy of being remembered, even if a few are there only because Andy was

fond of their grizzled faces. And, please remember, that Andy also brings back to us the

ballparks—some divine, some ugly, some durable—in which these men played. Marty Appel,

once the wunderkind public relations man for the Yankees, said it best after Andy died in

February 2011. “Where Andy really touched a chord,” wrote Appel, “was in the images he drew

of defunct ballparks. He recognized that baseball fans not only have an allegiance to players,

but also to their ballparks. And when he reached back to those ballparks, people immediately

recalled what it was like going to their first games with their dads.” exactly, I say.In addition,

Andy's renderings of these baseball playgrounds are vividly realistic and impeccably drawn. He

was a bug for exactitude. The Yankee Stadium field level scoreboard, for example, on the day

in 1956 that Don Larsen became an immortal, still shows the Yankees leading two to nothing in

the top of the ninth inning, with two outs and two strikes on the Brooklyn batter, as Larsen

delivers the last pitch of his perfect game.Andy's era begins at the time when many great

players, including Ted Williams, Joe Dimaggio, Hank Greenberg, and Bob Feller returned from

active military service in World War II. Needless to say, fans again flocked to ballparks. That

group included Andy, whose dad, a factory worker in Phillipsburg, Pennsylvania, was an avid

baseball fan. Andy grew up loving the idiosyncratic Baker Bowl, where the Phillies played. It

was in Baker Bowl that balls often bounced under and over the tin wall in right field. One

afternoon, so they say, Cubs outfielder hack Wilson fell asleep out there and woke up only

when he saw a ball skidding past him after a rendezvous with that infamous barrier. Someone

who never fell asleep in the outfield was Willie Mays of the Giants, who challenged Tris

Speaker's right to be called the best center fielder of all time, when he corralled Vic Wertz's

long fly ball in the World Series of 1954.Andy has his own special heroes in this era, headed by

the indomitable Philly right-hander Robin Roberts. And how many times did Andy speak

excitedly to me about the Whiz kids infield that took the Phillies to the World Series in 1950!

(Talk about nicknames, as I did, the Whiz kids had a third baseman named “Puddin-head”

Jones.)Was the high point of Andy's era the perfect game by Don Larsen? After all, the big

right-hander was out on the town the night before he chucked that game. Or did Andy prefer

the way that Bill Mazeroski of Pittsburgh finished off the Mickey Mantle–led Yankees in 1960

with a home run that sailed over the head of Yogi Berra in left field? Yes, Yogi was in left field.

Bobby Thomson's electrifying home run that won the 1951 pennant for the giants surely

qualified as a defining moment for Andy. Or was the coming of the black pioneer Jackie

Robinson, to the Dodgers in 1947, the true signature of the period that Andy picked for this

book?If you are a fan of Andy's era, my era, or any era in the game's history, you will love this

book, just as Andy did in muscling this wonderful anthology into being.INTRODUCTIONBy

Chris JennisonNo baseball season was more eagerly anticipated by both fans and players than

the 1946 campaign. On opening day Arthur Daley wrote in his Sports of the Times column, “It

is … the beginning of a new era, one that is likely to rank as the greatest the game has ever

had.” Dozens of first-rank players were back from military service, including Joe Dimaggio, Ted

Williams, Bob Feller, Stan Musial, and Enos “Country” Slaughter, who confronted the Dodgers’

Eddie Stanky during a spring training game. “So you're the little son-of-a-bitch who acted so

big when the men were away,” Slaughter said. Stanky shrugged warily, and Slaughter added,

“Look out for me,” then stalked away.By July 4 attendance at games totaled nearly seven

million, double the number recorded at that point a year earlier. Old ballparks creaked with

capacity crowds, and newspapers, magazines, radios, and newsreels were enlivened with

baseball news. Baseball was prospering, and fifteen years of excitement and revolution lay

ahead.The insatiable New York Yankees won eleven pennants and eight world championships



during the period, but few pennant races and World Series duels were won easily. In the

National League several flag battles extended to the last day, and two required playoffs to be

decided. Ten of the sixteen clubs played in at least one World Series, and only the St. Louis

Browns and Kansas City Athletics failed to finish a season in the first division.Ancient rivalries,

fueled by loyalties that were generations old, flared again, none more heatedly than games

played in New York's three boroughs. Beanballs, spikings, and invective flavored most contests

between the giants and the Dodgers, and the World Series clashes between the Yankees and

the Dodgers included some of the best remembered moments in baseball history. Until 1953,

when the Boston Braves moved to Milwaukee, National League teams had played in the same

cities since 1900, and American League teams were rooted in the same cities since 1903. The

major league map stretched from Boston only as far south as Washington and as far west as

St. Louis.Lineups were relatively stable from year to year, at least compared with today's

nomadic tendencies. Musial, Slaughter, and “Red” Schoendienst played a combined total of

fifty seasons with the Cardinals, and the nucleus of the superb Dodgers teams remained intact

for a decade. The binding reserve clause accounted for much of the stability to be sure, but

contrary to the vendor's cry, you could tell the players without a scorecard. You grew up with

them.The game's most onerous practice was abandoned in 1947, when Jackie Robinson took

the field for the Dodgers. Additional black players joined the Dodgers shortly thereafter, and the

Indians and giants soon added black players to their lineups, many of whom, unfortunately, had

played their best seasons in the Negro Leagues. But not every club followed suit promptly. The

Yankees held out until 1955, and the Red Sox, evidently awaiting baseball's second coming,

finally signed Elijah “Pumpsie” green in July 1959.The reserve clause was at least challenged

in 1946. Thanks to protective New Deal legislation and wartime manpower shortages, labor

unions were at the peak of their power during the mid-1940s. Players returning from the war

objected to the clause, which bound them to their teams with no recourse other than quitting.

They also bridled under arbitrary salary cuts and the lack of a decent pension plan. A CIO

lawyer persuaded players on several clubs to form an American Baseball guild, and in August

1946, the Pittsburgh Pirates called for a strike vote. They failed to muster a two-thirds majority

to accomplish a walkout, but players on other teams acted on their frustrations by joining teams

in the Mexican League, where the salaries, for awhile at least, were considerably more

generous.By the late 1940s television had become an important agent of change. A primitive

telecast from Ebbets Field was beamed locally in 1939, but the medium did not flourish during

the war years. The 1947 World Series, however, was televised to more than half a million

homes and taverns. Ten years later nearly every U.S. household owned a set. The effect on

minor league baseball was disastrous. In 1949 there were fifty-nine minor leagues drawing

forty-two million fans. A decade later there were fewer than half as many leagues, and

attendance was down by thirty million. Hardest hit were the teams in the low minors, located in

the small towns where baseball games had once been community rituals.Television viewing

and changing demographics were affecting the bottom lines of many major league teams as

well. The population shift from inner cities to the suburbs meant that thousands of once loyal

game attendees now had to drive long distances to the ballpark. Night games made the

journeys more difficult. Parking was a challenge, especially in neighborhoods that were

increasingly threatening, and many fans complained about the age and condition of the old

ballparks. By 1953 the first major disruption in baseball's continuity was at hand.The game's

geography had not changed since 1903, when the Baltimore Orioles became the New York

highlanders/Yankees. The Boston Braves, after several sparsely attended seasons, decamped

for Milwaukee in 1953. Thirteen games into the schedule the team's home attendance



exceeded the entire total in Braves Field the previous year. Appetites whetted, the St. Louis

Browns moved to Baltimore a year later, and in 1955 the Philadelphia Athletics stretched

baseball's borders west to Kansas City. The most aggrieved relocations, however, were

undertaken at the end of the 1957 season, when the New York giants and Brooklyn Dodgers

packed up for California.Through the jolts of change there was always the game. Dozens of

names still make us smile when recalled. Hal “The Prince” Newhouser, Robin Roberts, Sal

Maglie, Satchel Paige, The Duke, Yogi, Ralph Kiner, Minnie Minoso, Ernie Banks, Roberto

Clemente, Bobby Thomson, Casey Stengel, and rookies named Mickey and Willie.More than

any other sport, baseball reveres its history. In his Times column celebrating opening day in

1946, Arthur Daley wrote, “Dreams of baseball were dreams of sanity.” The seasons of 1946–

1960, pressed between a world war and a decade of tumult, glow like sunny summer

afternoons. The pages that follow portray authentic heroes and indelible moments. Time is a

kind arbiter. Our memories of baseball's past are recalled with joy.19461946CARDINALS

ALOFTThe Boston Red Sox launched the golden age commandingly. They led the American

League from opening day through the season's end, a feat previously accomplished only by

the 1927 New York Yankees. They won 104 games, led the majors in batting and slugging

averages, scored the most runs, and even had the best fielding average in the league. On

Friday the 13th of September the Sox clinched the pennant in Cleveland's League Park, a

game in which Ted Williams legged out the only inside-the-park-home run of his career.The

National League pennant, however, was contested down to the final day, resulting in a tie

between the Brooklyn Dodgers and the St. Louis Cardinals and the first pennant playoff in

major league history. The playoff featured a best-of-three-games format, with the first game

played in one city, and the second and third, if needed, in the opposing team's ballpark. A coin

was tossed; the Dodgers won and unaccountably elected to play the first game in St. Louis, a

twenty-six-hour train ride away. The Brooks lost the opener to Howie Pollet 4-2, then everyone

got on the train for the trip back to Brooklyn, where the Dodgers fell 8-4 in the second

contest.The well-rested Bostonians were heavy favorites to win the World Series, an

achievement denied them since 1918. When asked about the Cardinals’ pitching staff, Ted

Williams replied, “The Cardinals haven't got any left-handers as good as Newhouser. Why

should I worry?” An unheralded left-hander, however, Mickey Haefner of the Washington

Senators, caused considerable worry. In a meaningless warm-up game against some

American League “all stars,” Williams was hit on the right elbow by one of Haefner's pitches. A

large and painful bruise resulted.The Red Sox won the Series opener, then the teams traded

victories, setting up a seventh game in St. Louis. Enos Slaughter's dash from first to home in

the eighth inning won the game for the Cardinals, and Harry Brecheen, a left-hander, was

credited with the win after pitching two innings in relief. “The Cat” also won the second and

sixth games as a starter. Williams managed five singles in twenty-five at-bats.Enos

SlaughterEnos Slaughter's sprint from first to home in the last of the eighth inning in the

seventh game of the 1946 World Series delivered the championship for the Cardinals. Johnny

Pesky, the Red Sox shortstop, caught his centerfielder's throw, turned, hesitated for a split

second, then threw to the plate. The throw was late. Slaughter slid home safely, and Pesky has

been forever, and unfairly, blamed for Boston's defeat.Howie PolletNot gifted with a dominant

fastball, Howie Pollet relied on a mix of breaking balls thrown at varying speeds, and a knee-

buckling changeup. Jackie Robinson said, “he was the toughest pitcher for me …. Because of

that change of pace. It's deadly.” Pollet paced the Cardinals to their 1946 World Championship

with 21 wins, and a 2.10 ERA.Red SchoendienstAl “Red” Schoendienst led the National

League's second basemen in fielding six times, making it look easy, even on the lumpy, sun-



baked Sportsman's Park infield. The “good field-no hit” maxim did not apply to him. In 1953 he

hit .342, five points higher than his roommate Stan Musial. “Schoendienst fractures your leg,

then Musial amputates,” Cincinnati Reds’ manager Birdie Tebbetts lamented.Hank

GreenbergAlthough Hank Greenberg's best years preceded the seasons celebrated in this

book, in 1946 he led the American League with 44 homers and 127 RBIs. The Tigers elected

not to pay the $75,000 Greenberg demanded for the 1947 season, and waived him out of the

league. “I mean he knew where his nickels were coming from,” said Ted Williams. “He was all

business.”Phil CavarettaDuring the 1938 World Series between the Cubs and Yankees, Lou

Gehrig said to Phil Cavaretta, “Young man, I like the way you play. If you continue to play that

way you'll be in the big leagues a long time.” Cavaretta's career spanned twenty years, during

which he played first base and the outfield. His .355 average in 1945 led the Cubs to the

pennant, and earned him the MVP award.Bob FellerIn 1946, after serving four years in the

Navy, Bob Feller led the American League in wins, games pitched, innings pitched, and

strikeouts. His ERA was 2.18. On April 30 he threw a no-hitter against the Yankees in Yankee

Stadium, the first time anyone had no-hit the Bombers in twenty-seven years. “I never was any

better,” he said. “I had everything that day.”Hal Newhouser“Prince Hal” Newhouser won 26

games in 1946, after winning consecutive MVP awards in 1944 and 1945. Pictures of him

portray a choir boy image, but he was, in fact, an embattled competitor. “You would hit one off

him and it was like you had taken his blood,” said Ted Williams. “He'd give you that rotten stare.”

he averaged nearly 20 wins a season during the five years following the war.Johnny

PeskyJohnny Pesky hit .331 in his 1942 rookie season and led the league with 205 hits. In

1946, after three years in the Navy, he led the league again with 208 hits, and his 207 base hits

in 1947 once again topped all American League batters. By 1952 his lifetime average with the

Red Sox was .315, at which point he was traded to the Tigers. “The saddest day of my life was

the day the Red Sox traded me to Detroit,” he said.1947Joe DiMaggio“He makes big-league

baseball look simple,” Casey Stengel said describing Joe Dimaggio. “It isn't that simple.” Poise

and confidence were evident in his rookie season. Yankees’ pitcher Red Ruffing said, “You saw

him standing there and you knew you had a damn good chance to win the baseball game.”

During Dimaggio's fifty-six-game hitting streak in 1941, a reporter asked manager Joe

McCarthy, perhaps facetiously, if Joe could bunt. “I'll never know,” McCarthy

replied.1947JACKIEWhen Brooklyn's outfielder Dixie Walker learned in 1945 that Jackie

Robinson had signed a contract to play for the Montreal Royals, a Dodgers farm team, he told

a reporter, “As long as he isn't with the Dodgers, I'm not worried.” In 1947 Jackie was promoted

to the Dodgers, and during spring training Walker persuaded several teammates to threaten a

boycott if Robinson were allowed to play. This drama was squelched forcefully by manager Leo

Durocher. Shortly thereafter, Leo was given a one-year suspension by baseball commissioner

“Happy” Chandler for “conduct detrimental to baseball.” The conduct centered on allegations

that Leo was buddying up with some well-known gamblers.Robinson endured these events, as

well as a season flavored with racial taunts, beanballs, spikings, and a death threat, and

established his playing credentials forcefully. He strung together a twenty-one-game hitting

streak in July, led the league in stolen bases, fashioned an intimidating base-running style, and

hit .461 during a crucial three-game series with the Cardinals near the end of the season that

helped the Dodgers maintain a safe lead over St. Louis. He hit .297 and was named by the

Sporting News, a publication that was not especially racially enlightened at the time, the

National League Rookie of the Year.In late July the Dodgers won thirteen games in a row, and

at just about the same time the Yankees were winning nineteen games in succession, a feat

that built a twelve-game lead and an eventual thirteen-game pennant margin over the Tigers.



Joe Dimaggio, Tommy Henrich, and George McQuinn paced the team in hitting, and the

pitching staff, led by Allie Reynolds, Frank “Spec” Shea, Spud Chandler, and reliever Joe Page,

was the best in the league.The 1947 World Series between the Yanks and Dodgers was the

first to be televised, and two sponsors paid the dizzying total of $65,000 to advertise their

products. The Yankees won the first two games at Yankee Stadium, then dropped the third

contest at Ebbets Field. The fourth game staged a memorable World Series moment when the

Dodgers’ “Cookie” Lavagetto smacked a two-out double in the last of the ninth inning that won

the game for Brooklyn and wrecked the Yankees’ Bill Bevens's no-hitter.
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Bill Emblom, “Baseball in America, 1946--1960. This book is similar to the book on the

American League entitled Heart of the Game in that it includes the paintings of Andy Jurinko

that resemble the Topps baseball cards of 1953. The poses of the players are not the same as

the 1953 Topps, but the paintings appear to be the same. In other words they are fantastic.The

book is divided into years from 1946 through 1960 with a appendix of the statistics of the

fifteen year period in addition to an appendix of year-by-year statistics. All of the photos are in

color and range in size from full page to portraits of players the size of 1950 Bowmans baseball

cards. Some pages have two larger photos per page with a written text of the player included

underneath. Naturally all sixteen major league teams are represented. Also included are

photos of players who stared in each year. Each chapter is entitled with what is considered to

be the number one highlight in each year.You can test how much of a fan you are of this time

period by asking yourself how many of the numerous photos you can recognize on the dust

jacket. If you are fortunate to remember this golden era of baseball this book is an absolute

must for you. For those too young to remember when these players ruled the baseball world I
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can only sympathize.  Age has its advantages.”

Richard A. Johnson, “Baseball's Illuminated Manuscript. FONDLY REMEMBERED..THE

GREAT ANDY JURINKOSadly, Andy passed away in February 2011 about a year before his

last book "Golden Boys" was published. Andy was a tremendously talented artist and a better

human being. Gentle, thoughtful and enthusiastic at all times he hid his cancer diagnosis from

many of his oldest friends and news of his death came as a genuine shock. My last

conversation with him was a call he'd made to me just before the holidays in 2010 both to

congratulate me on the improbable World Series triumph by my Giants as well as to inform me

that his book, replete with writing by the estimable Chris Jennison, was very much in the

publishing pipeline.Andy's final masterpiece is nothing short of an illuminated manuscript

documenting the glory of the post-war, post-integration world of major league baseball. One

marvels at the fact he painted hundreds of portraits and action scenes. His ballpark canvases,

recognized as the best ever painted, are the proverbial icing on the cake.Andy captured the

substance and soul of the game as well as any artist or writer.His book deserves to be on the

shelf of any fan of baseball, American art, 20th century history and popular culture. It is a

treasure.”

W. Tucker, “A great art-filled trip back in time for big baseball fans. If you are a fan of 40s-60s

baseball, this is a treasure of a book. It totally reminds readers of 50s baseball cards, and the

art work is outstanding. The book emphasizes the art, which is its purpose, so there is not a

great deal of writing, but it is well done, and it also contains some statistics with the index. My

copy was priced at around five dollars, amazing for a beautiful large hardback. It is a total

bargain and a great trip back in time.”

goducks, “Nice art. Nice art work for baseball in the 40's to 1960. Relaxing to sit back and read

about some great times back in the day, and the pictures help just imagining what the heyday

must have been like. When life was slower and seemed more fun, not having 18 millionaires on

the field complaining about their pay, or having strikes.”

J.R.L., “Great Book!. Everything was perfect!”

P. Bell, “For Baseball Historians. I purchased this for my husband (and daughter) because it

tells about24 of the best baseball players - from a long time ago to the present.It is the perfect

book to "peruse" as you do not need to read it inorder or all at one sitting.”

JakeGee, “A GREAT ART BOOK FOR BASEBALL FANS. Jurinko was THE baseball fine art

painter of the last 30 years.  Died too young.  His art lives on.”

Earl Swart, “Five Stars. Golden age”

The book by Andy Jurinko has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 22 people have provided feedback.
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